
FIRST TIME TOP
ATTACHMENT

INSTRUCTIONS

1. With partner, slightly lift
up two adjacent outer legs 1",
depress snap button and 
slide inner legs into outer legs.
Repeat on the opposite legs -
making sure to do two legs at a
time on same side.

3. Lift two adjacent outer legs
up 1" and slide out the inner legs
until the snap button locks.
Repeat on the opposite legs -
make sure to do two legs at a
time on same side.

3. Grasp the top diamond on
opposite sides by “close“ sticker.
Lift the shelter up slightly and
shake it while stepping towards
your partner until the unit is
3/4 closed.  With partner grasp
two outer legs and push frame
together to fully close it. 

Be careful not to pinch fin-
gers. Store shelter in roller
bag. (See Roller Bag Instruction
Enclosed within your Warranty
Kit).

2. Pull the fabric top corners
away from the frame as shown.
Engage pull-pin slider at each cor-
ner by pushing up on trusses with
one hand while holding down on
top of leg with other hand until
pull pin slider engages. Pull down
fabric top corner and repeat on
other legs.

1. Place your E-Z UP® frame
in the center of area to be shel-
tered. With partner on opposite
side, grasp two outer legs, slightly
lift off ground and step back-
wards, stopping at full arms'
length - approximately 3/4 its
total size.

2. Gently unfold the fabric top
and place it over the open frame. 

3. Attach the fabric top to the
E-Z UP® frame by matching hook &
loop strips on the top with the hook
& loop strips on the frame.  Pull the
corners down fully. 

5. Unscrew top attachment nut
from bolt on frame.  Place top fab-
ric with grommets over each bolt,
screw on top attachment nut and
tighten until snug.  Fabric top
should rotate easily - do not over-
tighten.  Repeat this procedure on
the remaining grommets.

HOW TO
TAKE DOWN

1. Grasp the bottom of the
diamond shaped area of trusses on
opposite sides by the “open”
sticker.  Lift up and step back-

wards until shelter is fully opened,
being careful not to pinch fingers.

2. Release the pull pin slider
at each corner by first lifting
fabric top corner and pull the
pin out to release. 

Please read each step before you attempt to set up. 
Save these instructions for future reference.

• E-Z UP® Instant Shelter® frame • 4 Zippered Dura-Lon™ Sidewalls
• Dura-Last® Commercial Top • Awning Fabric
• 4 Piece Stake Kit • 2 Awning Poles

• Roller Bag
• Name Banner Fabric
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4. To secure the top to frame,
line up grommet holes on fabric
top with the bolts on frame.

Pull Pin

HOW TO SET UP

Diamond Area of 
Frame

First: Repeat Step 1, in ‘First Time Top Attachment’

See other instructions in Warranty Kit

Diamond Area of 
Frame




